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To my
m parents
LS
To my
m friend Stella
DO
DO

This new notebook belongs to
Josh. Hands oﬀ if you are not
Josh. If you ARE Josh, please
read on.
If you are Alita or Kit, you
can read over my shoulder if
you like but no adding anything.
And if you are Kit, no geﬆing
dirt on this book. It’s new!

Dear Future Josh,
You will probably have many exciting
things happen to you in the future,
where you live, so here are a few notes
to help you remember the exciting
things that have already happened.
By the way, are you running the country
yet? Did you stop global warming? Are
you a famous writer? I can’t wait to get
to the future to find out!
Here’s what’s happened recently. At
the beginning of the summer, our friend
Kit discovered that she’s a wizard—the
youngest one in the world as far as
I know, and I know a lot. Alita and I
discovered that we aren’t wizards yet
(boo), but we did help to save the world
(yay). Here are some other important
facts you need to know about wizards
and our summer so far . . .

1. Wizards are real, but they
don’t all have long white beards
or pointy hats. They DO have
cloaks, though, and our local
wizard, Faith Braithwaite, wears
a lot of dangly star earrings
and very bright lipstick.
2. Every wizard has a second job:
running a library. This is because
underneath every library sleeps a
dragon. If that dragon wakes up,
terrible things happen. So when
a librarian tells you to shush in
a library, it’s to save the world
from fire and chaos, not because
they’re trying to spoil your fun.
3. At the start of the summer, an
evil businessman named Hadrian
Salt tried to wake the dragon
under our library because he

wanted to use its power to become
a wizard. Kit, Alita, Faith, and I
stopped him, using magic, books, and
our brains. My brain in particular.
4. Some books in our library are
magical, and I’m not allowed
to read them out loud unless
Faith is there. Book spells are
so powerful that the spells can
start working even if you’re not
a wizard. There are other magical
books, too, called portal books.
You can use them to travel huge
distances between libraries.
Portal books are also really fun
because it’s like you’re inside the
book. For example, there’s one
that’s a book about gardening and
you get to walk through all these
beautiful gardens. The ones with

dangerous animals and monsters
in them aren’t as fun, though.
5. Beneath the library is a forest
that we like to call the Book Wood.
It’s also known as the stacks, and
it’s where all the really magical
books are kept. Over time, some
of those books turned back into
trees, and their pages turned into
trunks and leaves, covered in spells.
I am DEFINITELY not allowed to
read the spells on the book trees.
They’re some of the most powerful
spells in existence, and apparently
I might blow myself up. Kit’s not
allowed to read them yet, either.
6. I think that’s it. Oh, wait, no.
I haven’t said anything about the
dragon who sleeps under our library!
She’s called Draca, and it’s part of

our job to read to her—it helps
her stay asleep and makes sure
her dreams are full of stories.
7. Me and Alita have been helping
Kit train to become a wizard.
Faith is teaching her because Kit
is too young to go to the Wizard
Academy. Kit’s geﬆing beﬆer at
magic, but she still makes a lot
of mistakes. She also doesn’t like
reading, so it’s up to me and Alita
to learn all about how magic works
so we can tell her when she’s wrong.
Josh out!
PS: Josh forgot to add that there’s a half
dragon, half dog named Dogon who lives in the
library. Dogon is the sweetest little creature
that ever lived. He breathes the cutest ﬁre.
Also, it’s mostly Josh who’s always telling Kit
she’s wrong.
Alita xxx

I TOLD YOU NO ADDING
ANYTHING, ALITA! AND I DON’T
ALWAYS TELL KIT SHE’S WRONG—
ONLY WHEN SHE IS WRONG!

PPS Come on, guys, you’ve been
riting in this notebook for practically
HOURS. Let’s go and do something fun.
This is summer, not skool!
Kit
KIT, THIS IS MY BOOK. STOP
WRITING IN IT! YOU DON’T EVEN
LIKE WRITING! YOU DIDN’T EVEN
SPELL “WRITING” RIGHT! AND WE
CAN GO OUTSIDE WHEN I AM DONE.

OK. I AM DONE.
Josh out again, with this notebook
going in a SAFE place this time.

Miss
spellings

i

n the Book Wood beneath the library, Kit Spencer
was practicing spells. She was a stocky girl, with
red hair, pale skin, and more mud than you’d usually see on a person who wasn’t a professional pig
wrestler.
At that moment, Kit was wearing her (not-yetmuddy) wizard’s cloak and hovering a ball of ﬁre
above her head. Her tongue was out, and her face
was screwed up in concentration. The goal was to
raise the ﬁreball above her head, then lower it to
the ground. So far, so good . . .
Faith was guiding her through the spell. The

librarian was a tall, dark-skinned Black woman
with expressive eyebrows. She was wearing a long,
ﬂuorescent-yellow dress and a chunky blue necklace. Her hair was in long locs, and her elegant nails
were painted the same electric blue as her necklace.
Unlike Kit, she wasn’t wearing a cloak; mostly wizards only wore those for ceremonies and parties.
But as a wizard in training, Kit wore hers to track
her progress. Each time she learned a new spell,
her cloak gained an extra stripe of yellow at the
bottom. She currently had a band of yellow about
the width of her hand.
She was hoping that at any moment she’d be
getting her Controlled Fireball spell stripe. She
was so close!
Faith stood beside Kit, watching the ﬁreball
intently. “Now, slowly . . . use the gesture I showed
you . . . and slowly, slowly lift the ball a few inches.
That’s it. Gently . . .”
Kit was concentrating so hard that her forehead
was a wall of sweat. This was the hardest spell
she’d tried so far. The words of the spell weren’t
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hard: just a quick “Feuer, oben” at the beginning.
But after that, you had to focus your mind so hard
that it felt like you were going to burst a blood
vessel somewhere deep in your skull. Kit could
feel the magic ﬂowing through her as she focused
on the ﬁre, keeping it in its ball shape, keeping it
steady . . .
She lifted her hands just a little. The ﬁreball
wobbled and dipped.
But then it rose, slowly, slowly . . .
Kit felt something new building inside her. She’d
never managed to get this spell to work properly.
Was this what it was supposed to feel like? It was
intense! Almost painful . . .
“I’m doing it!” Kit cried. “I can feel it worki—”
At which point the ﬁreball ﬂew up into the air
and exploded like a ﬁrework over the treetops,
scattering light of every color.
“AAAAAARGH!” Kit shrieked, shaking her
hands as if they were on ﬁre, then tripping on a
root and tumbling backward onto her bottom with
a bone-jarring BUMP.
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“Are you OK?” Faith rushed forward to help
her up, checking her over for injuries. “You’re not
burned, are you? Or in any way broken?”
“No, I . . . don’t think so.” Kit’s bottom was bruised,
but the heat of the spell had all ﬂown upward. She
peered above the
trees to where
the ﬁreball had
exploded.

“Where did it go?” she asked.
Faith waved a hand. “There are protection spells
over the trees, to stop any rogue magic from damaging the library. They absorbed your ﬁreball spell.”
She smiled. “So don’t worry; it’s safe to make mistakes down here.”
Kit screwed up her brow. “The thing is, I thought
the spell was working. I mean . . . it was working.
I just don’t know what went wrong. Something
felt . . . weird.” She looked down at her cloak. No
new yellow stripe. Her heart sank.
“Well,” said Faith, “it’s a bright sunny day out
there—maybe you got distracted? I’m guessing
you actually want to be outside. Maybe you need
a break?”
Kit felt annoyed. Sure, yes, she did have a habit of
getting distracted. And yes, it was a sunny August
afternoon, and every other child her age was outside in the park or at the swimming pool. But she
hadn’t
’t gotten distracted. Not this time.
Faith picked up the pile of books they’d been
using and ushered her toward the exit of the Book
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Wood. “Come on. I think that’s enough work for
today. Break time.”
“I didn’t just get distracted, though,” said Kit, not
wanting Faith to think she was lazy. “I felt something. Just before it went wrong, I had this . . . this
rush, here.” She put her hand to her chest.
Faith gave her a curious look. “That doesn’t
sound right,” she said. With the books balanced
in the crook of one arm, she pulled something out
of her pocket. It looked like a tiny silver ﬂute but
had a little blue gemstone at one end instead of a
mouthpiece. She pressed some little keys and the
gemstone glowed red.
“What’s that?” asked Kit.
“Thaumometer,” said Faith. She held it away from
her and waved it around, back and forth, in front of
Kit. “It measures magic. Hmm . . . The wild magic
readings in the air are a bit high, even for down
here near the dragon.” She shook the thaumometer
and looked at it again. Its gemstones were lit up
like a Christmas tree, and it emitted a faint hum.
“Perhaps it picked up the extra magic in my pocket.
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Too many magical
objects in there; I
need
d to do a clearout.” She
he patted a large
pocket in her
er dress, which lay ﬂat
against her hip and
d didn’t appear to
have anything
thing in it. But it rattled as
she slapped it. Faith’s
aith’s pockets were
like that: inﬁnitely
tely full of stuﬀ,
but always looking
ing empty. Kit had
begged to learn
n the spell that made
them like that,, but Faith had told
her it wasn’t a speciﬁc spell—just what
happens over time if you stuﬀ enough magical
items into a normal pocket.
“Now, you go out into the sun and have fun. I
have a meeting at the Wizards’ Council.” She pulled
some sunglasses out of the ﬂat pocket. “Can’t forget these.”
The Wizards’ Council was in charge of magic
throughout the country, and all librarians had to
attend meetings with them at least once a year.
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The members of the council were very old and very
grumpy, and their meetings were so long and dull
that Faith admitted she sometimes took a nap
“The trick is to wear sunglasses,” Faith had said.
“They don’t know you’re asleep if they can’t see
Kit escaped into the sunshine, glad for once that

the

Park

o

nce out in the warm, fresh air, Kit went
to ﬁnd her friends Alita and Josh. As she
expected, they were lying underneath a tree, reading. Alita was curled up around her pile of books
like a neatly dressed dragon guarding a papery
hoard. Her black hair was, as always, perfectly
braided, and her skin had the healthy brown glow
of someone who always ate their fruit and vegetables without having to be bribed. In fact, she had
a little container full of mango that her mom had
packed her. Kit wasn’t sure how it was physically
possible, but Alita managed to eat the mango while

reading without getting yellowy-orange stains all
over her pale-blue dress.
Tall, skinny Josh had tight dark curls, brown
skin, and an expression of extreme concentration.
He was taking notes as he read. Josh never went
anywhere without a notebook. He had an amazing
memory, but insisted he needed to write everything down “for posterity.” Kit wasn’t sure, but she
thought posterity had something to do with your
bottom.
Josh was reading a book on Arthurian legends
and wizard history, which Faith had found for him
in the stacks. He’d put a blanket on the ground to
lie on, partly to keep himself from getting grass
stains, but also to protect the book.
Alita had her own blanket and had spread out several books. She had the latest Danny Fandango—
Danny Fandango and the Crown of Bones, which she’d
just read for the fourth time that summer—and
now she’d moved on to another, even fatter book,
The Lord of the Rings. Kit thought a book that long
would give you a permanent wrist injury. Trying
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to read it over Alita’s shoulder certainly made Kit’s
brain feel injured.
“Hi, Kit!” said Josh. “Did you know King Arthur
was actually a wizard, and Merlin wasn’t?”
Kit told him she had not known that. She wasn’t
a hundred percent sure she needed to, either.
“So,” Josh went on, full of excitement about his
new discoveries, “Merlin was a fake who tried to steal
Arthur’s power! And Guinevere was a wizard, too,
only her story got covered up by history because back
then people thought only men should be wizards.”
“History sounds annoying,” said Kit. “What are
you reading, Alita?”
“I’m just up to the part where Frodo arrives in
Rivendell with the other hobbits and Strider,” said
Alita, as if Kit should know anything about those
people or places, or what a hobbit was.
“What’s wrong?” asked Alita, seeing Kit’s gloomy
expression.
“My spell blew up,” said Kit. “Big ﬁreball, boom.”
She threw herself on the ground next to them,
gaining some new grass stains on her knees, shorts,
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and T-shirt in the process. “And now Faith probably thinks I’m lazy.”
“What went wrong with the spell?” asked Alita.
“Did you get the hand gestures right?” asked
Josh. He demonstrated the correct way of performing the gesture to lift the ﬁreball.
“Yes!” said Kit. “I swear I did.”
“Even the part where you lock your elbow?”
asked Josh.
Alita nudged him. “Kit knows what she’s doing,
Captain Cleverclogs,” she said.
“I do! I did it right!” said Kit, with a grateful look
at Alita. “But it was like the magic was misbehaving.”
“Are you sure you didn’t pronounce the words
wrong?” asked Josh, giving her a skeptical look.
Kit rolled her eyes. “Fine, don’t believe me. Let’s
go for a walk.” She picked up her friends’ books.
“Wow, these are heavy.”
“Not if you’re sitting down reading them,” said
Josh hopefully.
But Kit stared until Josh and Alita reluctantly
picked up their blankets and left their reading spot,
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strolling down toward the lake to look at the ducks.
A dog walker was coming toward them. Kit
thought it looked like the best job in the world, just
walking around the park with a pack of dogs. There
was a German shepherd, a dachshund carrying a
stick in its mouth, a tiny Chihuahua, a big pit bull
with the sweetest face that Kit had ever seen, and,
all in all, more dogs than Kit could count. Alita was
grinning even more widely than Kit.
“So. Many. Dogs,” she whispered.
A large dog broke away and squatted to pee, and
the pack came to a halt. The dog walker gave the children a toothy smile. “Would you like to say hello?”
He gestured to the dogs. “They’re all very friendly.”
Alita didn’t need to be asked twice. Cute dogs
needed petting. She got down on her knees, carefully laid down her enormous book on her folded
blanket, and started stroking a fat little spaniel,
scruﬄing its ears. Kit crouched and started patting the dachshund. It was very wriggly and a little cranky-looking. Being a walking hot dog was
apparently a very diﬃcult life.
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Josh was less delighted than the girls. “What if
they lick me?” he asked distrustfully.
“That’s the point!” said Alita. “Awww, this one’s
licking my face!”
“That’s not hygienic,” muttered Josh.
As the two girls were on their knees, petting
several dogs each and giggling as the dogs tried to
lick them, Kit heard a voice. It was like no other
voice she’d ever heard. It was snuﬄy and eager and
excited. She couldn’t tell where it had come from,
but it deﬁnitely wasn’t human, she knew that much.
“Mmmm. Goose poop!” it said.

the

Voices

k

it looked at Josh and Alita. They were looking
around, trying to ﬁgure out where the voice
had come from, too. Josh knelt beside the girls.
“What’s happening?” he whispered. “Did you
both hear that?”
Kit and Alita nodded.
The voice spoke again. “Poop! I found goose
poop! It’s mine now! Going to roll in it! Mmmmm!
It’s so goosey!”
As the voice spoke, the German shepherd rolled
onto its back and rocked back and forth on the

grass with a look of delight on its furry face. “Stop
that!” said the dog walker. “Bad boy!”
Another, higher-pitched voice said, “There’s a
stick. That’s my stick! I want that stick!”
“Kit, I think they’re talking,” whispered Alita.
She pointed to the tiny Chihuahua, which was now
chewing at the dachshund’s stick on the ground.
“Fascinating!” said Josh.
“How is this happening?” asked Kit.
“It has to be magic!” said Alita, gazing around
at the talking dogs in wonder.
Meanwhile, the spaniel seemed to be getting
annoyed that Alita had stopped stroking it and
put its paw on her knee, licking at her hand.
“More! Human! Friend!” it said. “Give me
more pats!”
Alita blinked. “Sorry,” she said, and continued
patting the dog. “They’re not just talking. They’re
talking to us!”
The dog walker chuckled. “They do seem like
they can talk sometimes,” he said.
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“I don’t think he can hear them talking,” Josh
said under his breath. He smiled at the dog walker.

Kit knelt to stroke it. “Who’s a good boy?” she
“I’m a girl,” said the collie. “But I am good. I’m a
“Why are you talking?” Kit whispered, stroking the collie and leaning close so the dog walker
“I’m always talking,” said
the collie. “It’s just that
usually no one listens.

“Bacon. Since I
have your attention. I’d really
like some

I’m always telling people I want bacon, but they
never listen. Bacon?”
“Sorry. No bacon,” said Kit, feeling sad about
disappointing the incredible talking dog.
“I’d better get going,” said the dog walker. “I
have to keep up the pace or they all start deciding
to wander oﬀ in diﬀerent directions! Have a nice
afternoon!”
“Bye!” said the collie. “Bacon next time?”
The children watched as the dogs trotted away,
chatting as they went.
“Poop again!”
“Bacon!”
“SQUIRREL!”
The children stared after the dogs for a moment.
“What just happened?” asked Kit.
“A spell?” suggested Josh. “You didn’t do that,
did you, Kit?”
“I haven’t learned a spell that makes animals
talk,” said Kit. “I would deﬁnitely remember learning that! I’d do it every day!”
“Another wizard, then?” suggested Alita. She
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looked around them. The park was busy. There
were people everywhere—having afternoon picp
nics, playing Frisbee, and walking their dogs. “How
“H
do you spot a wizard?”
“Well, according to the book Faith gave me,
m
there are no obvious signs, unless you have special
s
equipment, like a thaumometer,” said Josh. “Wiz“
ards look just like you and me. Or Kit, obviou
“Let’s walk around—see if we can spot anyone
an
doing spells,” said Kit.
They couldn’t see anyone who looked like they
th
were doing magic. No one waving their hands
hand suspiciously, or muttering words in the mishmash
mishma of
languages that made up magical spells. Not a single
sing
obvious wizard anywhere.
But as they passed a ﬂock of crows all clustering
clust
around a tree, they heard something.
“Get oﬀ my perch, you bunch of scraggly
scr
pigeon-lickers!”
“It’s my perch, not yours!” said a second
se
crow. “Get your own perch, you tatty-feathered
tatty-feath
slow-ﬂapper!”
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“Hey, crows!” Alita called up to
the tree. “Can you understand us?”
The children heard some whispering, and then a bird ﬂew
down and landed on the
ground, blinking up at them
“We understand you.
But we don’t know
why,” said the crow.
The bird peered
up at Kit.

“Wizard,” it said. “I smell wizard. Did you do this?”
“No, I swear,” said Kit.
“Humph,” said the crow. “It’s usually wizards.
Don’t trust wizards. Oh! Worm! Crowkind, alert!
Worms!”
The rest of the crows ﬂocked down and started
pecking at the ground, ignoring the children and
feasting on delicious, wriggly worms.
Kit, Josh, and Alita moved on. As they reached a
wooded part of the park, they heard some squeaking
voices. It took a while to ﬁgure out where the voices
were coming from, until Alita knelt and pointed.
“Ants!” she said. “There’s a colony living here.”
But although the ants were saying words in
English, none of it made any sense. Each ant on
the ground would squeak out words, seemingly at
random.
“Earth!”
“Magic!”
“A!”
“Change!”
“New!”
28

“Wait,” said Alita. “Insects are
hive creatures. They do everything as a group. So
each ant isn’t going
to say anything

interesting. We need to put it all together. Maybe
the order of the words doesn’t matter?”
“But I don’t think we can hear all the ants speaking,” objected Josh. “They’re spread over too wide
an area. So we’d probably miss some words.”
“We could go around recording them all,” Alita
said, “then put it together afterward?”
“Or we could just try to ﬁnd a creature that
makes sense on its own,” suggested Kit. She’d spotted a water vole in the undergrowth by the lake.
“Hey!” she called, waving at the vole.
It gave her a distrustful stare.
“No! Not talking to you,” said the vole. “Humans
own cats. And dogs. Dogs eat voles. Humans are
bad news!”
“I promise I won’t hurt you!” called Kit. “And I
don’t have a dog!”
“But I have food,” said Alita, trying a diﬀerent
approach. She pulled out a bag of chips from her
skirt pocket. The vole looked interested.
“I’m listening . . .” It scuttled closer.
Alita held out her palm with some chips in it.
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Kit wondered if putting your ﬁngers within biting range of a toothy little mammal was a good
idea, but the vole came up quickly and nabbed the
chips from Alita’s palm, then scuttled back to a
safe distance.
“Why can you
y talk?” asked Josh as the vole
nibbled.
“Why can YOU talk?” asked
a
the vole. “You can’t
normally. Just hum
“Have you noticed
n
anything weird?” asked Kit.
“Like . . . anyone
anyo doing
magic spells?”
“Don’t know about
a
magic,” said the vole.
“But there’s something”—
som
it glanced around
aroun conspiratorially—“something
torially—“some
new here. More
Mor
chips?”
Alita shook her
h
head.

“Bye!” said the vole, and it disappeared into the
undergrowth again.
“The animals in this park are VERY unhelpful,”
said Josh grumpily.
“I think they’re just hungry,” said Alita. “I’m not
very talkative when I’m hungry.”
“It’s too bad there aren’t any monkeys here. I
bet they’d be better at explaining things,” said Kit.
“ ’Cause they’re more like us.”
“Crows are actually very intelligent,” said Alita.
“But I don’t think they care much about us and
what we want. I wouldn’t, if I were them. They’re
interested in crow things.”
“If the animals aren’t going to be helpful, how
are we going to ﬁgure out what’s going on?” asked
Josh.
“Well, no one else seems to be able to hear the
animals talking,” said Kit. She gestured to the
other people in sight. Everything else seemed normal, and no one was running around screaming,
“OMG! Talking animals!”
“Maybe it’s because we’re kids,” suggested Josh.
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“Adults are too closed-minded to see stuﬀ they
don’t expect to see? That’s how it is sometimes in
Danny Fandango.”
“But there are other kids here, too,” said Alita.
She pointed to a small boy not far away, playing
fetch with a spaniel. There was no sign that they
were having a conversation.
“So it’s just us who can talk to the animals,”
said Kit. “That would make sense if it were just
me because I’m a wizard, but you two can as well,
so . . .” She frowned. “How can we ﬁnd out what’s
going on?”
Josh and Alita both smiled at once. Kit didn’t
like those smiles. “I know,” said Josh. “We can go
to the library and RESEARCH!”
“Or . . . I could do a spell?” suggested Kit.
“Or we could research.”
“So . . . we’re going to go and sit inside and read
books on a day like this?” asked Kit.
“Exactly,” said Alita. “Yay! Books!”
“Yay,” said Kit, in the least “yay” voice imaginable.
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the

Library

w

hen they arrived at the library, they asked
Greg, the assistant librarian, for help.
But when they described what was happening,
Greg shrugged, making his long white beard sway.
“Talking dogs? Not my problem,” he mumbled.
“Plus, I’m taking oﬀ in an hour. It’s almost ﬁve and
I don’t want to be starting anything complicated
that’ll make me late getting home. Golf is on.”
At the best of times Greg was not very helpful.
And when Faith was away, he was even less helpful, because being in charge of the library alone put
him in a foul mood.

“Please, Greg,” said Alita. “Are there any books
about this sort of thing? Has it happened before?”
Greg grunted. “Nothing new under the sun.
Everything’s happened before, one time or another.
Try the magical history section in the stacks.”
So the children headed down to the library
stacks, through a bookshelf at the back of the
library ﬂoor. Kit pulled at one of the books and said
the spell that opened the door.
“Labba!”
Her ﬁngers glowed, and the entire shelf slid
silently aside.
“That never gets less cool,” said Josh.
Kit grinned. He wasn’t wrong.
“Let’s go,” she said. “Ina,”
,” she added, touching her
forehead and focusing on the air above her. A magical light appeared, and they walked down the dark,
book-lined corridor that led to the Book Wood. The
books themselves sat on shelves, but today Kit and
her friends were interested in the corridor, which
was where the magical history books were kept.
They ended up with more books than they could
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carry, so Kit had to perform a lifting spell to take
some of the weight, which she couldn’t manage
at the same time as the light spell, so they stumbled out of the corridor in darkness, scuﬄing and
bumping until they emerged into the light of the
spell-book trees.
“I love magic and everything, but next time,”
said Josh, “I’m going to bring a ﬂashlight.”
In the Book Wood, the smell of old paper mingled with a fresh, green smell. Kit smiled. It always
gave her a little bubble of joy when she walked
down there. A forest beneath a library, where the
trees were alive and magic ﬁlled the air.
“Where’s Dogon?” asked Alita.
Usually, the little half dog, half dragon would rush
to see Alita, his favorite human, whenever she came
down there, but today he was nowhere to be seen.
“Maybe he’s sleeping,” said Josh.
“Well, he is half dragon,” said Alita. “And they
sleep all the time, so that would make sense. But I
wish I knew where he was.”
They sat in the common room, which was inside
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a huge tree in the middle of the forest. Josh had a
book on his lap and was reading out passages.
“Apparently animals have started talking without anyone performing spells at diﬀerent times
throughout history. Usually when something big
was going on in the magical world.”
“Like what?” asked Kit.
“Like . . . during a war between wizards,” said
Josh. “Or when a dragon was waking up.”
“Oh!” Alita sat up very straight. Her eyes were
wide. “You don’t think it could be because Salt
nearly woke our dragon?”
Josh thought about this. “Well . . . maybe. That
was a month ago, though, and in this book it said
all the weird talking-animal stuﬀ happened at the
same time as the dragon waking up.”
“Maybe a dragon is waking up now, and it’s just
happening somewhere farther away,” said Kit.
“Should we tell Greg?”
“He didn’t seem worried that animals were
talking, though,” said Alita. “Surely he’d know if a
dragon was waking up.”
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